
Meeting for Worship for Business September 3rd 2017

Minutes

Opening worship: Advices and Queries, number 20.

⦁ Minutes of record

We record the death of Evy Westbrook on July 20th 2017. Her Quaker funeral 
took place on Friday 28th July at Woodvale , where she was buried in the 
woodland cemetery. In accordance with Minute 2, April 2016, we ask Prison Area 
Circle to write a memorial paragraph.

In the minutes of Meeting for Worship for Business on July 2nd, we recorded the 
death of John Paget Davis on June 1st, 2015. The minute stated that ‘Though a 
birthright member and a member of this meeting from a very young age, it 
appears that he never actually attended’. David Hitchin said that this minute was 
actually incorrect. It should have stated that ‘It is likely that he attended meeting 
until he left Lewes for medical school. We are not aware that he attended after 
that.’

⦁ Nominations

We appoint Tessa Brown to serve on the funeral arrangements committee for 
three years from September 2017. We ask that Veryan Greenwood remains a 
member of the team for one more year.  [Factual correction: Veryan’s term ends 
on 1.1.2018.]

We appoint Jim Wallace to serve as the administrator of the contact list for three 
years from September 2017. 

In May, we agreed to set up a working party to review all aspects of our giving as 
a meeting. This is to replace the good causes committee, which previously did 
some of this work. We appoint Mike Coote, Rachel Powell and Geoff Halsey to 
serve on the working party to review all aspects of our giving as a meeting. We 
suggest that they may co-opt other members as required. We hope that they may 
bring their recommendations to our January 2018 meeting. The Children’s 
Meeting will have an opportunity to contribute to the selection of good causes. If 
no conclusion is reached as to the January good cause, we will donate the money 
for that month to BYM.

⦁ Premises Committee Report

We thank the Premises Committee for all the hard work associated with getting 
the meeting house to where it is now. Especially we thank Bronwyn Harwood for 
all that she is doing so effectively to liaise with Us and Hours over the summer. 
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We note that thick curtains would do much to soften sounds in the Children’s 
Room. Further information will be sent to Premises Committee to be considered. 
The Committee will bring their recommendations to a later business meeting. 

⦁ Half-Yearly Finance Report

We thank Jeff Matthews for the very hard work he has done on our finances. 
Major decisions will come towards the end of the year. Donations are below what 
we would normally hope for. We hope that Friends will increase their donations 
before difficult decisions have to be taken.

⦁ Considering whether to become a Sanctuary Meeting: information 
from Friends House.

We are resolved to study the documents from Friends House and the website 
(quaker.org.uk/our-work/social-justice/migration) and to consider this further 
within the next two months. We will circulate the leaflet to circle convenors 
shortly, for consideration within each circle.  We wish to promote awareness of 
this proposal within the meeting and the wider community. We will work to 
ensure that the meeting as a whole is well informed.

⦁ Recently received memorials.

We thank the group of people who composed the memorial paragraph for Sue 
Bromage. We will include it in the October newsletter and in Quiet Ways. It 
shows how important it is to record the lives of Friends who have died and we 
will continue to work on this.

Signed

Nancy Wall
Clerk
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